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Abstract. It is shown that for a codimension 1 foliation germ without formal

integrating factors, the finiteness of the dimension of the space of isomorphism

classes of first order unfoldings implies its local finite determinacy. An effective

estimate of the order of determinacy is given for general foliation germs in

dimension 2 . A simple proof for the stability of a foliation germ defined by a

simple form in dimension 3 is also included.

A codim 1 foliation germ F is defined by a germ of 1-form co satisfying

the integrability condition dco Aw = 0, and an unfolding of F = (co) is a

codim 1 foliation germ on an enlarged space that reduces to the original one

when restricted to the original space. In [6, 8] it is proved that an infinitesimally

versal unfolding is versal (versality theorems), and in [7] it is proved that if F is

infinitesimally ^-determined, then it is locally ^-determined. This article con-

tains some applications of these results. Especially we give some determinacy

results for foliation germs without integrating factors.

In §1 we recall definitions and results concerning the unfolding theory and

determinacy of codim 1 complex analytic foliation germs. In §2 we prove that

for a foliation germ F = (co) without formal integrating factors, the finiteness

of the dimension of the space I(œ)/J(œ) of isomorphism classes of first order

unfoldings implies its local finite determinacy ((2.1) Theorem). We also give a

sufficient condition for the finite dimensionality of I(co)/J(co) in terms of the

singular sets of co and of dco. The singular set of dco is also related to the

unfolding property of F = (co). In §3 we give, as an application of the versality

theorem, a simple proof of a theorem of Camacho and Lins Neto asserting that

in dimension 3, if the singular set of dco is isolated, then F is stable; i.e., every

unfolding of F is trivial. In §4 we give an effective estimate of the order of

determinacy for general foliation germs in dimension 2 .

1. Preliminaries

We recall a theorem of local finite determinacy for codim 1 foliation germs

proved in [7]. For this we need some language from the unfolding theory for

such germs [6-9].
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Let tfn denote the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at the origin 0 in

C" = {(xx, ... , xn)} , and let Qn and &n denote, respectively, the <fn-modules

of germs of holomorphic 1-forms and of holomorphic vector fields at 0 in C" .

A codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in C" isa rank 1 free sub-^-module F = (co)

of Qn with a generator co satisfying the integrability condition dco A co = 0.

The germ at 0 of the analytic set {x\co(x) = 0} is denoted by S(co) or S(F)

and is called the singular set of F . We always assume that codim S(F) > 2.

An unfolding of F = (co) is a codim 1 foliation germ y = (co) at 0 in

C" x Cm , for some m , with a generator co such that i*co = co, where i denotes

the embedding of C" = {x} into C" x Cm = {(x, t)} given by i(x) = (x, 0).

We call Cm the parameter space of &. If we also denote by it the embedding

of C" into C" x Cm given by it(x) = (x, t) for t near 0, we may think

of co( = i*cb as a deformation of co. For the notions of a morphism and an

ÄL-morphism, we refer to [7, (2.1) Definition] or [9, (2.1) Definition]. For a

codim 1 foliation germ F = (co), we associate the following algebraic objects

[7, p. 432]; [8, p. 601]:

I(co) = {h £ ff\hdco = t] A co for some n in Qn},

J(co) = {h £ cfn\h = ixco for some X in @n},

K(co) = {h£ cfn\hdco = dh/\co},

where ix denotes the interior product with respect to the vector field X . Also,

for a positive integer k , we set

I(k)(co) = {h£ cfn\hdco + (d-dh)Aco = 0 for some 6 in mk~[cij,

where m denotes the maximal ideal in (fn . Note that I (of) is an ideal in 0 ,

and J(co) is a subideal of I (of) [7, (2.8) Corollary]. They are independent of

the choice of the generator co of F. By setting T(oo)(<y) = K(of), which is

the set of integrating factors of co, we have a decreasing sequence of C-vector

subspaces of I (of) :

I(co) = IW(co) D I{2)(co) D---D I(k)(co) D •• • D I{oo)(co) = K(co).

If co' is another generator of F , then co' = uco for some unit u in tfn. The

correspondence h h-> uh gives an isomorphism of I '(co) onto r (co) for

each k = 1,2,... , oo. The quotients I(co)/J(co) and I(co)/J(co) + K(co)

are interpreted, respectively, as the sets of isomorphism classes and of RL-

isomorphism classes of first order unfoldings of F = (co) [8, (1.4) Proposition].

For a germ g in tfn, we denote by j g the Ar-jet of g, and for a germ

6 = E"=i gidxi in Q.n, we define the Â>jet jk6 of B by
n

jke = Ydjk~lgrdxl.

i=i

(1.1) Definition. An unfolding y of a codim 1 foliation germ F — (co) with

parameter space Cm = {/} is k -trivial if it has a generator co suchthat i*co = co

and that j a>l = j co for all t near 0 in Cm .
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We say that two germs co and co in i~ln are holomophically equivalent

and write co ~ of if there exist a germ at 0 of biholomorphic map <p of

C" into itself with cp(0) = 0 and a unit u iacfn such that co = ucp'co. If

co is integrable and if 0) ~ co, of is also integrable, and co and co' define

isomorphic foliations.

(1.2) Definition. A codim 1 foliation germ F(co) is locally /¿-determined if

for every ^-trivial unfolding y = (co) of F, we have cot ~ co for all t near

0.

(1.3) Definition. A codim 1 foliation germ F = (co) is infinitesimally k-

determined if

I{k+1)(co)cmJ(co) + K(a>).

For the geometric meaning of the above condition, see [7, p. 437]. We quote

the following:

(1.4) Theorem [7]. Let F — (oo) be a codim 1 foliation germ with

(*) dim K(co)/mJ(co) n K(co) < +00.

If F is infinitesimally k-determined, then it is locally k-determined.

(1.5) Remark. Actually, in [7] it is shown that under the assumption (*), if F

is infinitesimally k-determined, then every k-trivial (one parameter) undolfing

of F is (strongly) TiL-trivial. Moreover, when K(co) = 0, every k-trivial (one

parameter) unfolding of F is (strongly) trivial.

2. Determinacy of foliation germs

without formal integrating factors

A formal integrating factor of an integrable 1-form co is a formal power se-

ries h in x = (xx, ... , xn) such that hdco = dhAco. We say that a codim 1 fo-

liation germ F = (co) is locally finitely determined if it is locally k-determined

for some k.

(2.1) Theorem. Let F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in Cn without

(nonzero) formal integrating factors. If the C-vector space I(co)/J(co) is finite

dimensional, then F is locally finitely determined.

To prove this, we first prove the following:

(2.2) Lemma. Let F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ without formal inte-

grating factors. For every positive integer k, there exists another k' suchthat

I{k'\co) Cmk C) I (co).

Proof. If T( \co) = {0} for some k, then there is nothing to prove. Then we

assume that I  '(co) / {0} for all k . For each k , we set

n(k) = min{v (h)\h£l(k)(co)},
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where u(h) denotes the order of h . We have an increasing sequence {n(k)}

of nonnegative integers. For our purpose, it suffices to show that

lim n(k) = +00.
k—>oo

Suppose the sequence is bounded, and let n0 be an integer such that n(k) < nQ

for all k . Then ;'"°T( '(co) ^ {0} for all k . We have a decreasing sequence of

finite-dimensional vector spaces

■■■DJn°I{k)(co)DJn°I{k+1)(co)D---3{0}.

Thus, there exists k0 such that for all k > k0,

jn°I{k\co) = j"°I{k°)(co).

We fix a germ H in I(k°](co) with j"°H ¿ 0. Then for all k, there exists h

in r '(co) such that j"°h = j"°H. We claim that there exists a nonzero formal

power series h in x such that for all n , we have

(2.3)n for all k, there exist h in I    (co) with j"h — j"h.

We determine the «-jet of h for every n by induction. If we let the «0-jet

of h be equal to j"°H, then we have (2.3)n for n < n0. Suppose we have

determined the «-jet of h so that (2.3)n is satisfied. We set

I{k)(C0)n = {h£l{k)(co)\j"h=jnh},

which is a (nonempty) affine subspace of I(co). We have a decreasing sequence

of finite-dimensional affine spaces:

■■■DJ     F'(o))nDj     T     >(co)nD---.

Thus, there exists kx such that for all k > kx ,

■ n+l T(k),    , .«+1 T(k.),    ,
;    r'{co)n = j   Tx'(oo)n.

Hence there exists a homogeneous polynomial hn+x of degree « + 1 suchthat

jnh + hn+x is in jn+lT '(co) for all k . If we let the « + 1 jet of « be equal to

j"'h + hn+x , then we have (2.3)n+1 .^

Clearly the formal power series « thus constructed is a nonzero formal in-

tegrating factor of co.

Proof of (2.1) Theorem. By (1.4) Theorem, it suffices to show that I (co) c

mJ(co) for some k . First by the finite dimensionality of I(co)/J(co), we have

m I(co) C mJ(co)

for some k . Second by Artin-Rees theorem (e.g. [5]), we have

m   nl(co) C m  • I(co)
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for some k'. Finally by (2.2) Lemma, we have

I{k"\co)cmk' nl(co)

for some k" .   Q.E.D.

When « = 2, by the assumption codim S(co) > 2, cf2/J(of) is always finite

dimensional. Thus we have:

(2.4) Corollary. Every codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in C without formal in-

tegrating factors is locally finitely determined.
o

(2.5) Remarks. 1 . Let F — (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ without for-

mal integrating factors. The above arguments show that if I(co)/J(co) is finite

dimensional, then F is infinitesimally finitely determined. The converse is also

true, since K(co) = {0} in this case (see [7, (4.3) Remark]).
0 2

2 . Let F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in C . If co is "nonreal"

(cf. [3, p. 136]) and if K(co) = 0, then co has no nonzero formal integrating

factor [3, p. 136, Proposition 3.2]. Note that for general co, we have K(co) = 0

((4.6) Remark).

3 . Let F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in C .If K(co) jí 0,

then co admits a multiform first integral [3, Théorème d'intégration].
o

4 . As for the determinacy problem for multiform functions see [3, Sixième

partie; 7, §5].

Here is a case when we have the finite dimensionality of I(co)/J(co). Let

F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ. If we let S(dco) be (the germ at 0 of)

the zero set of dco, we easily see that S(co) n S(dco) does not depend on the

choice of the generator co of F .

(2.6) Proposition. Let F = (co) be a codim 1 foliation germ. If S(ca) n

S(dco) c {0}, then the vector space I (of) ¡J (of) is finite dimensional.

Proof. The finite dimensionality oï I (co) / J (co) is equivalent to saying that the

support of the coherent sheaf I(co)/J(co) is contained in {0}. Take a point

x ^ 0 near 0. By the assumption we have either co(x) ^ 0 or dco(x) ^ 0.

Suppose co(x) 5¿ 0. Then J(co)x = I(co)x = &x. Suppose dco(x) ^ 0. For a

germ « in I(co)x , we have hdco = rjAco for some w in Qx . Since dco(x) ± 0,

« is in J(co)x .

3. Stability of simple forms in C3

Let to be a germ of integrable 1-form. As we noted in the previous section,

the size of the zero set of dco seems to have some effect on the determinacy of

co. It is also related to the unfolding property of co. In Camacho-Lins Neto

[1], a germ co at 0 in C is called simple if S(dco) c {0} and it is proved that

a simple form co is stable; i.e., every unfolding of co is trivial [1 Theorem 4].

In this section, we give a simple proof of this result as a direct application of

the versality theorem in [6].
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(3.1) Theorem. Let co be a germ of integrable l-format 0 in C . If S (dco) c

{0}, then I(co)/J(co) = 0. Thus every unfolding of the foliation F — (co) is

trivial.

Proof. First, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [1]. Thus, denoting

by (x, y, z) coordinates of C , we let X be the vector field germ such that

dco = ix(dx A dy A dz).

From the integrability of co, we easily see that ixco — 0. Hence by the as-

sumption on S (dco), we may write co — ixx for some 2-form x. If we let Y

be the vector field such that t = iY(dz A dy A dz), we get

co = ixiY(dx A dy A dz).

Next, we let F = (co) be the cf -module generated by co, and let Fa be the

annihilator of F in 0 :

Fa = {Z £e\izco = 0}.

Obviously the vector fields X and Y are in Fa and generate Fa outside of

S(co). Since codim S(co) > 2, they also generate Fa across S(co).

Now we take a germ « in I(co). Then «do» = rj Aco for some « in Q. By

assumption, for any point x(^- 0) near 0, dco(x) ± 0. Hence the germ hx of

« at x is in J(co)x . We take a small Stein open neighborhood U of 0 in C .

There is a covering %f = {Ua} of U\{0} by small open sets Ua such that on

each Ua , we may write

h = ix co

for some vector field  X    on   [/ .    In the intersection   t/  n t/„, we have
a a a ß '

¿y      (to) = 0 . Hence X - XB is in Fa and we may write

Xa-Xß=faßX + gaßY

for holomorphic functions faß and ga „ on Ua <~) U^ . We have the cocy-

cles {/^fl} and {¿?Q«}> which determine cohomology classes in H (%?, cf) =

T/1 (Í7\{0} , cf). Since this cohomology group vanishes, we may write

faß = fß ~ fa      anC*     gaß = gß - 8a

for holomorphic functions fa and ga on Ua . Thus we have a vector field Z

on £/\{0} , which is given by

Z = X +f X + g Y   ont/.
a       Ja °ft a

We have

(3.2) « = zzfc)

on £/\{0}. The vector field Z extends across 0, and we have (3.2) in cf.

Hence « is in J(co), and we proved that I(co)/J(co) = 0. By [6, (4.1) Corol-

lary], every unfolding of F = (co) is trivial.   Q.E.D.
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4. Effective estimate of the order of determinacy

In this section, we consider foliation germs at 0 in C = {(x, y)}. We

denote by Qpk the vector space of homogeneous p-forms of degree k on C2.

The space flk of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in (x, y) is especially

denoted by cfk. Thus, we may write Çlk = cfk_xdx © cfk_xdy and Q2k -

^k-ïdx A dy . Note that our definition of the degree of a form is different from

the conventional one.

Let cok   be an element in iïk . Denoting by R the radial vector field:

R = xd/dx + yd/dy,

we set

pk - iRœk ■

Hereafter we only consider the case P,  ^ 0 ; i.e., co,   is nondicritic. We easily

see that P.   is an integrating factor of co,  .

(4.1) Definition ([3, p. 134]; Cf. also [4, 21). We say that cok   is generic if

(a) S(cokQ) c{0}.

(b) P.   is reduced.

(c) co.   does not admit meromorphic first integrals, i.e., there are no non-

constant meromorphic function germs tp with dtp A co,, = 0.
Ko

Suppose cok   is generic. Since the quotient of two integrating factors of cok

is a meromorphic first integral of cok , the condition (c) implies that

(4.2) K(coko) = CPko.

We set

V(coko) = {6 £ Qlko+x\PkQdd-dPkoAd = dfAcokg-fdcoko for some / in ^+1}.

(4.3) Lemma. The set V(o)k) is a subvector space of Q.k +x of codimension at

least 2k0 - min{2/:0, k0 + 2} .

Proof. We consider two linear maps

*• Ql0+i ̂"L0+i    and   V- \+x ^"L0+.

defined by k(6) = Pkd6- dPk A 6 for 0 in Q¿ +1 and by p(f) = df Acok -

fdcok   for / in cfk +x . By [3, Théorème d'intégration], we see that

Ker k = {6 £ Q.k+x\6 = Pk dL for some L in cfx}.

Hence rank k — 2(k0 + 1) - 2 = 2k0 . On the other hand, by (4.2), Ker p, = 0.

Hence rank p = k0 + 2. Thus we have

dim V(cok ) = dim Ker k + dim(Im k n Im p)

< 2 + min{2/c0, kQ + 2}.
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(4.4) Theorem. Let co be a germ of integrable I-form at 0 in C   and let cok

be the first nonzero jet of co. Further, we let cok +x = j 0+ co - cok . Suppose

k0>3, cok   is generic and cok +1 is not in V(cok). Then

I{k](co) = mknI(co)

for k > k0 + 1.

Proof. For a germ of holomorphic function « and a germ of holomorphic 1-

form 8, we set hk = j h - j ~lh and 8k = j 6 - j 9. In what follows, we

fix / with k > k* + 1. If h is a germ in T( '(<w), we have

(4.5) hdco + (8-dh)Aco = 0

for some 8 with ;' ~l8 = 0. From this, we easily see that

/°-' = 0   and   A,oê%o).

Thus by (4.2), we may write «. = cP, for some c in C. Comparing the terms

of degree 2kQ + 1 in (4.5), we get

c(Pkodcoko+x - dPko A coko+x) = dhko+x A cokg - hko+xdcoko.

Since cok +1 is not in V(cok ), we have c = 0. Thus j °« = 0. Then, by (4.5)

and (4.2), we see that

j °    « = •••=;      « = 0.

Hence we have T( '(<a) C m n/(cu). Conversely, let « be a germ in m nl(co).

We have the identity (4.5) for some Ö in Q. By condition (a) in (4.1), if

n A co. =0 for « in Cl, then « = goo, for some g in cf . Thus from (4.5),

we see that

/°-10 = O.

Comparing the terms of degrees from 2k0 to kQ + k - 1, we see that for each

/ with 0<l<k-kQ-l, there is an element g¡ in cf¡ such that

/

ö/ = E si-i'wi'
r=k0

k—k —1 /
for / with k0 < I < k — 1. If we set g = £w=o ° S¡ and 8=8- gco, then

we have

hdco + (8' -dh)Aco = 0   and   /"V = 0.

Hence « is in T  '(co).

(4.6) Remark. The above theorem holds also for k = oo ; i.e., for a germ co

as in (4.4) Theorem, K(co) = 0. We also have K(j co) = 0 for k > k0.
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(4.7) Corollary. Let co be as in (4.4) Theorem. If

m +1 nT(tu) C mJ(co)

for some k > k0, then F = (co) is locally k-determined.

(4.8) Remark. By the Artin-Rees theorem, there is always k for which the

condition in (4.7) is satisfied.

(4.9) Example. Let co be as in (4.4) Theorem and assume k0 = 3. Then we

easily see that m c J(cos). On the other hand, by the Nakayama lemma, we

have J(co) = J(co3). Hence

4+1 4 ,,    .
m      C m   C mJ(co).

Thus F = (co) is locally 4-determined.
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